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LEAD WITH AUTHORITY
With dramatic curves, the Q70 form is punctuated by a double-wave hood that rises to meet the elevated front fenders. An INFINITI signature double-arch grille sets off its expressive, powerful LED headlights, whose eye-inspired design is echoed by the taillights. An Adaptive Front lighting System further illuminates your path by improving visibility around curves. The Sport Package enhances its elegant form with a sharper-edged front fascia and split 5-spoke 20-inch wheels.1

INTENSIFY EACH MILE
Unleash a potent force no matter which engine you choose. Its eager 3.7-liter V6 engine releases a stirring 330 hp. Or opt for our most powerful production engine ever: a 5.6-liter V8 that produces a rush of up to 420 hp with polish and precision to suit any scenario.

EMPOWER THE DRIVE
For those who dare to define themselves beyond the usual measures, there’s INFINITI – an experience that challenges the limits of what’s possible. See this take shape on the INFINITI Q70, where graceful elegance inside and out complements innovative technologies to elevate your senses. Begin by crafting your Q70 for your personal journey. Every selection is designed to move, inspire and empower the drive.

INFINITI has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible representations of the actual colors. Slight variations may occur due to the printing process and whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the actual colors at your local INFINITI Retailer. *Additional cost applies for this option. **Premium Select Edition only. ***Available on Q70L models only.
How will your Q70 come to life? Designed for those who define their own path, it offers bold ideas for the driven. Choose an elegant interior that best reflects your ambitions. Command technology that anticipates, then exceeds your needs. After all, excellence never settles, and neither do you.

**ENHANCE YOUR CAPABILITIES**

**WHITE MORE COMFORT**

The Q70 interior’s sweeping lines define a space that is precisely tailored to the needs of every guest. From the width of its stance to the arc of its roof, passenger room is maximized throughout. With the Sport Package1 you accelerate luxury with the choice of either Graphite or Stone Sport leather-appointed seats that offer circulating cool or warm air through the perforated surface to immerse you in comfort quicker than you ever imagined.

**DELIGHT IN ALL ITS DETAILS**

Enter an atmosphere of quality, an exceptional space that immediately rewards you with craftsman-worthy materials and impressive attention to detail. Opt for the Premium Select Edition1 and elevate your Q70 further with sophisticated semi-aniline leather seating, distinctive Aluminium weave trim and premium soft-touch materials throughout the cabin.

**DEMAND PURE AUDIO**

Indulge in rich sound with the Bose® Studio Surround® sound system. It boasts 16 speakers, including 2 mounted on the shoulders of each front seat, to serenely submerge you in your music. All 16 are custom-tuned to help deliver full and realistic 5.1 surround sound, while Active Noise Control cancels disruptive noise with opposing sound waves.

**DRIVE WITH CONFIDENCE**

Amplify your ability to respond and react with the safety innovations in the ProACTIVE Package.1 It includes the world’s first technology, Backup Collision Intervention3 that enables your Q70 to monitor not only the vehicle directly in front of you, but the vehicle in front of that one as well, to help warn you of danger. Another INFINITI world’s first technology, Predictive Forward Collision Warning2 that enables your Q70 to monitor not only the vehicle directly in front of you, but the vehicle in front of that one as well, to help warn you of danger. Another INFINITI world’s first technology, Backup Collision Intervention3 that enables your Q70 to monitor not only the vehicle directly in front of you, but the vehicle in front of that one as well, to help warn you of danger. Another INFINITI world’s first technology, Predictive Forward Collision Warning2 that enables your Q70 to monitor not only the vehicle directly in front of you, but the vehicle in front of that one as well, to help warn you of danger. Another INFINITI world’s first technology, Backup Collision Intervention3 that enables your Q70 to monitor not only the vehicle directly in front of you, but the vehicle in front of that one as well, to help warn you of danger. Another INFINITI world’s first technology, Predictive Forward Collision Warning2 that enables your Q70 to monitor not only the vehicle directly in front of you, but the vehicle in front of that one as well, to help warn you of danger. Another INF...
**Q70L 3.7 LUXE**

- 7.4-liter V8-engine
- 520 horsepower @ 5,500 rpm and 510 lb-ft of torque

**Q70L 5.6 LUXE**

- 5.6-liter V8 engine with Variable Valve Event and Lift (VVEL) and Direct Injection
- 420 horsepower @ 6,000 rpm and 417 lb-ft of torque

**Q70L 5.6 LUXE**

- 5.6-liter V8 engine with Variable Valve Event and Lift (VVEL) and Direct Injection
- 420 horsepower @ 6,000 rpm and 417 lb-ft of torque

---

### TRIM LEVELS & PACKAGES

#### Standard Features

- INFINITI Drive Mode Selector
- Distance Control Assist (DCA)
- Backup Collision Intervention (BCI)
- Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
- Blind Spot Warning (BSW) and Lane Departure Prevention (LDP)
- Forward Emergency Braking (FEB)
- 330 horsepower @ 7,000 rpm and 270 lb-ft of torque
- 3.7-liter V6 engine
- Power folding, heated, auto-dimming outside mirrors with integrated LED turn signals and reverse tilt-down feature
- Rain-sensing windshield wipers
- Leather-appointed seats
- Dual occupant memory for driver’s seat, steering column, and outside mirrors
- Entry/exit assist for driver’s seat and steering wheel
- INFINITI Intelligent Key with Push-Button Ignition

#### Optional Packages:

- **Q70L 3.7 LUXE**
  - Sensory Package and Performance Wheel and Tire Package on Q70L 3.7 LUXE and 5.6 LUXE.
  - Predictive Forward Collision Warning (PFCW)
  - Forward Emergency Braking (FEB) 
  - Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC)
  - Lane Departure Prevention (LDP)
  - Blind Spot Warning (BSW) and Blind Spot Intervention (BSI)
  - Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
  - Rear Camera Collision Intervention (RCCI)
  - Distance Control Assist (DCA)
  - Adaptive Front Lighting System (AFS)
  - Active Trace Control®
  - Front Parking Aid Sonar
  - Eco Pedal

- **Q70L 5.6 LUXE**
  - Includes all Q70L 3.7 LUXE standard features, plus:
    - 5.1-channel decoding, 16 speakers
    - Bose® Studio Surround® sound system with digital 5.1-channel decoding, 16 speakers
    - Solid magnesium paddle shifters
    - 20 x 9.0-inch split 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels
    - 20 x 10.0-inch split 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels
    - 5.6 inches of additional 2nd-row legroom
    - Rear-Wheel Drive or INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive

- **Premium Select Edition**
  - Not available with any other packages.
  - 20 x 9.0-inch split 5-spoke unique finish aluminum-alloy wheels
  - Dark-chrome exterior trim
  - Darker lower rear bumper
  - Rear deck spoiler
  - Sport brakes with aluminum 4-piston front and 2-piston rear calipers
  - Rear-Wheel Drive or INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive

---

### TRIM LEVELS & PACKAGES

#### Standard Features

- INFINITI Drive Mode Selector
- Automatic on/off LED headlights
- LED front fog lights
- 18-inch double 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels
- 245/40R20 all-season performance tires
- 18-inch double 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels
- Premium stitched meter hood
- Suede-like headliner
- Semi-aniline leather-appointed seating with unique quilted seat pattern and additional seat bolstering
- Heated rear seats
- Rear reading lamps
- Rear power outlet (12v)
- Rear door cinchers
- Rear-Wheel Drive or INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive

#### Optional Packages:

- **Q70L 3.7 LUXE**
  - Includes all Q70L 3.7 LUXE standard features, plus:
    - Bose® Studio Surround® sound system with digital 5.1-channel decoding, 16 speakers
    - Bose® Studio Surround® sound system with digital 5.1-channel decoding, 16 speakers
    - Solid magnesium paddle shifters
    - 20 x 9.0-inch split 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels
    - 20 x 10.0-inch split 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels
    - 5.6 inches of additional 2nd-row legroom
    - Rear-Wheel Drive or INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive
  - Rear-Wheel Drive or INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive

---

### INFINITI Radiant Illuminated Kick Plates

- Standard on Premium Select Edition. Requires Sport Package and INFINITI Packages on Q70L 3.7 LUXE and 5.6 LUXE.

---

### INFINITI InTouch™ Navigation with 8-inch color touch-screen display

- Lane Guidance and 5-W blind characterization of road surface
- Services with 12 months of satellite, security and convenience services
- INFINITI Voice Recognition for audio, navigation and vehicle information systems
- INFINITI Satellite Radio with 50-day trial complimentary trial
- INFINITI Traffic with 6-year complimentary trial access to real-time traffic information
- INFINITI Traffic Link 6-year complimentary trial access to fuel prices, weather, movie listings, stock prices and sports scores
- Bose® 10-speaker premium audio system
- USB connection port
- Bluetooth® hands-free phone system
- Around View® Monitor (AVM) with Moving Object Detection (MOD)
- Front and Rear Sonar System
- Auto-trunk closer
- Rear-Wheel Drive or INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive

---

### INFINITI Voice Recognition for audio, navigation and vehicle information systems

- STANDARD ON PREMIUM SELECT EDITION

---

### INFINITI InTouch™ Services

- 12 months of safety, information systems

---

### INFINITI Voice Recognition for audio, navigation and vehicle information systems

- STANDARD ON PREMIUM SELECT EDITION

---

### INFINITI InTouch™ Navigation

- 8-inch color touch-screen display, Lane Guidance and 5-blind characterization of road surface

---

### INFINITI Voice Recognition for audio, navigation and vehicle information systems

- STANDARD ON PREMIUM SELECT EDITION

---

### INFINITI Drive Mode Selector

- Automatic on/off LED headlights

---

### INFINITI InTouch™ Services

- Satellite radio with 90-day complimentary trial

---

### INFINITI Voice Recognition for audio, navigation and vehicle information systems

- STANDARD ON PREMIUM SELECT EDITION

---

### INFINITI InTouch™ Services

- 12 months of safety, information systems

---

### INFINITI Voice Recognition for audio, navigation and vehicle information systems

- STANDARD ON PREMIUM SELECT EDITION

---

### INFINITI InTouch™ Services

- Satellite radio with 90-day complimentary trial

---

### INFINITI Voice Recognition for audio, navigation and vehicle information systems

- STANDARD ON PREMIUM SELECT EDITION

---

### INFINITI Voice Recognition for audio, navigation and vehicle information systems

- STANDARD ON PREMIUM SELECT EDITION

---

### INFINITI Voice Recognition for audio, navigation and vehicle information systems

- STANDARD ON PREMIUM SELECT EDITION

---

### INFINITI Voice Recognition for audio, navigation and vehicle information systems

- STANDARD ON PREMIUM SELECT EDITION

---

### INFINITI Voice Recognition for audio, navigation and vehicle information systems

- STANDARD ON PREMIUM SELECT EDITION
18-INCH ALUMINUM-ALLOY WHEELS. Wherever you go, there’ll be no question to your sense of style and love of sporty design. These eye-catching wheels utilize lightweight alloy and original INFINITI logo center caps.

ALL-SEASON FLOOR MATS. Custom-made of durable and long-wearing material — they are designed to protect the interior footwells and capture dirt, sand and other debris while staying securely in place.

TRUNK NET. Durable and unobtrusive, it conveniently helps you organize your possessions in the trunk and helps keep them safely in place.

INFINITI RADIANT ILLUMINATED KICK PLATES. The INFINITI logo glows softly along the bottom of the front door sills — a signature flourish you and your passenger will appreciate every time you get in.

SPLASH GUARDS. The color-matched splash guards reduce spray on lower body panels, while helping prevent nicks and scratches caused by road debris under most weather conditions.

INTERIOR AMBIENT LIGHTING. The warm and engaging glow welcomes you as you get settled. It adds ambiance to the interior and enhances its modern appeal.

GENUINE INFINITI ACCESSORIES. The same exacting standards applied to the creation of an INFINITI vehicle go into designing and manufacturing Genuine INFINITI Accessories. With a wide array of quality products designed to integrate seamlessly, you can be assured of a custom fit and finish. For more information and to shop online for Genuine INFINITI Accessories, go to parts.infinitiusa.com.
EXTENDING EVERY LUXURY: THE Q70L

Enter the Q70L from the rear passenger door and a generous 5.6 inches of extra legroom is the first indication that something special is going on inside. Press a button and the rear seats automatically warm to a comfortable temperature. Turn on a reading light and the cabin assumes an opulent ambiance. Plug your device into a USB port and your connected life continues, mile after mile. The Premium Select Edition offers an exclusive aluminum interior trim with premium Graphite or Stone semi-aniline leather-appointed seating. Outside, the package includes unique 20-inch dark finish wheels, select dark chrome exterior accents, and a rear decklid spoiler to boldly distinguish the length INFINITI will go for true luxury.

### EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS

- Curb weight: AWD (lbs) — Q70 3.7 LUXE AWD / Q70 5.6 LUXE AWD / Q70L 3.7 LUXE AWD / Q70L 5.6 LUXE AWD 4,057 / 4,239 / 4,156 / 4,328
- Fuel capacity (gallons) — Q70, Q70L 20
- Turning diameter (feet) — Q70 RWD / Q70 AWD / Q70L RWD / Q70L AWD 36.7 / 37.4 / 38.1 / 39.4
- Cargo volume (cubic feet) — Q70, Q70L 14.9
- Headroom (inches) — Front / Rear — Q70 44.4 / 36.2
- Legroom (inches) — Front / Rear — Q70L 44.8 / 41.8
- Headroom with moonroof (inches) — Front / Rear 39.1 / 37.7
- Cargo area (cubic feet) — Q70, Q70L 14.9
- Distance Control Assist uses limited braking and is not a collision avoidance or warning system. Driver should monitor traffic conditions and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information.

### INTERIOR DIMENSIONS

- Curb weight AWD (lbs) — Q70 3.7 LUXE AWD / Q70 5.6 LUXE AWD / Q70L 3.7 LUXE AWD / Q70L 5.6 LUXE AWD 4,057 / 4,239 / 4,156 / 4,328
- Fuel capacity (gallons) — Q70, Q70L 20
- Turning diameter (feet) — Q70 RWD / Q70 AWD / Q70L RWD / Q70L AWD 36.7 / 37.4 / 38.1 / 39.4
- Cargo volume (cubic feet) — Q70, Q70L 14.9
- Headroom (inches) — Front / Rear — Q70 44.4 / 36.2
- Legroom (inches) — Front / Rear — Q70L 44.8 / 41.8
- Headroom with moonroof (inches) — Front / Rear 39.1 / 37.7
- Cargo area (cubic feet) — Q70, Q70L 14.9
- Distance Control Assist uses limited braking and is not a collision avoidance or warning system. Driver should monitor traffic conditions and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information.

### WEIGHT AND CAPACITY

- Curb weight AWD (lbs) — Q70 3.7 LUXE AWD / Q70 5.6 LUXE AWD / Q70L 3.7 LUXE AWD / Q70L 5.6 LUXE AWD 4,057 / 4,239 / 4,156 / 4,328
- Fuel capacity (gallons) — Q70, Q70L 20
- Turning diameter (feet) — Q70 RWD / Q70 AWD / Q70L RWD / Q70L AWD 36.7 / 37.4 / 38.1 / 39.4
- Cargo volume (cubic feet) — Q70, Q70L 14.9
- Headroom (inches) — Front / Rear — Q70 44.4 / 36.2
- Legroom (inches) — Front / Rear — Q70L 44.8 / 41.8
- Headroom with moonroof (inches) — Front / Rear 39.1 / 37.7
- Cargo area (cubic feet) — Q70, Q70L 14.9
- Distance Control Assist uses limited braking and is not a collision avoidance or warning system. Driver should monitor traffic conditions and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information.

### TECHNICAL SPECS

- Curb weight AWD (lbs) — Q70 3.7 LUXE AWD / Q70 5.6 LUXE AWD / Q70L 3.7 LUXE AWD / Q70L 5.6 LUXE AWD 4,057 / 4,239 / 4,156 / 4,328
- Fuel capacity (gallons) — Q70, Q70L 20
- Turning diameter (feet) — Q70 RWD / Q70 AWD / Q70L RWD / Q70L AWD 36.7 / 37.4 / 38.1 / 39.4
- Cargo volume (cubic feet) — Q70, Q70L 14.9
- Headroom (inches) — Front / Rear — Q70 44.4 / 36.2
- Legroom (inches) — Front / Rear — Q70L 44.8 / 41.8
- Headroom with moonroof (inches) — Front / Rear 39.1 / 37.7
- Cargo area (cubic feet) — Q70, Q70L 14.9
- Distance Control Assist uses limited braking and is not a collision avoidance or warning system. Driver should monitor traffic conditions and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information.

See infinitiusa.com for complete list of specifications. *Q70 RWD **Q70 AWD  ***Q70L RWD  ****Q70L AWD